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Dance Sequence

Code an animated dance.

scratch.mit.edu/dance

Dance Sequence

GET READY

TRY IT

TRY THIS CODE

Type how long to wait

Choose a sprite to dance

Click green flag to start

Look in the Music and Dance 
theme. Choose a Hip-Hop or 
other dance sprite.

Choose dance moves
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Dance Loop

Repeat a series of dance steps.

scratch.mit.edu/dance

Dance Loop

GET READY

EXTRA TIP

TRY THIS CODE

Type how many times 
to repeat

Choose a sprite to dance

Wrap the “mouth” of the repeat block around 
whatever you want to repeat.

Look in the Music and Dance 
theme. Choose a Hip-Hop or 
other dance sprite.
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Play Music

Play music and keep it looping.

scratch.mit.edu/dance

Play Music

GET READY

TRY IT

TRY THIS CODE

Click green flag to start

Choose dance music 
(in Music loops)

Or upload an MP3 
or other song file

Type how many times to repeat

Make sure to use                                                             (not                                             )

or else the music will interrupt itself.
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Dancer to Dancer
Coordinate dancers so one 

starts after the other.

scratch.mit.edu/dance

Dancer to Dancer

GET READY

TRY IT

TRY THIS CODE

Click green flag to start

Choose two dancer sprites.

Broadcast a message

When it receives the 
message, it will start

Code the other sprite to do something when it receives the message.
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Starting Position

Get your sprites ready to start dancing.

scratch.mit.edu/dance

Starting Position

GET READY

EXTRA TIP

TRY THIS CODE

Tell the sprite where to start

Make sure it’s showing 
(not hiding)

Choose its costume

Set its initial size

Choose a sprite to dance

Use                                            to set a sprite’s position on the Stage.

You can find an x-y position by pointing with the mouse

Look in the Music and Dance 
theme. Choose a Hip-Hop or 
other dance sprite.
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Shadow Effect

Make a dancing silhouette.

scratch.mit.edu/dance

Shadow Eff ect

GET READY

TRY THIS CODE
Set the brightness to -100

Choose a sprite to dance

Look in the Music and Dance 
theme. Choose a Hip-Hop or 
other dance sprite.

EXTRA TIP
Use the Duplicate tool          to copy a dancer sprite.

Choose brightness from 
the e� ect block menu
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Leave a Trail

Stamp a trail as your sprite moves.

scratch.mit.edu/dance

Leave a Trail

GET READY

TRY THIS CODE

Stamp the current costume on 
the Stage

Type how many times to repeat

Clear all the stamps

Choose a sprite to dance

Look in the Music and Dance 
theme. Choose a Hip-Hop or 
other dance sprite.

TRY IT

Click green flag to start
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Color Effect

Code the backdrop to change colors.

scratch.mit.edu/dance

Color Eff ect

GET READY

TRY THIS CODE

Try di� erent numbers

Choose a backdrop to add e� ects

Select the Stage, and then click 
the Scripts tab

TRY IT

Click green flag to start
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Bop a Bit

Move a little up and down to look lively.

scratch.mit.edu/dance

Bop a Bit

GET READY

EXTRA TIP

TRY THIS CODE

Type 1 to move up slightly

Type -1 to move down

Choose a sprite to dance

To move up or down
 you can use

To move le�  or right 
you can use

Look in the Music and Dance 
theme. Choose a Hip-Hop or 
other dance sprite.

1

-1 1

-1
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Interactive Dance

Press keys to trigger dance moves.

scratch.mit.edu/dance

Interactive Dance

GET READY

TRY THIS CODE

Choose a sprite to dance

Look in the Music and Dance 
theme. Choose a Hip-Hop or 
other dance sprite.

TRY IT

Click green flag to start


